


Taking off in full flight is our latest 
addition of our impressive line of office 
chairs. A chair gifted by nature as our 
designer (Joe Leong) was fully inspired 
by the dance of the multi-colored 
butterfly... that its wings are now fully 
supporting and caressing the lumbar for 
a comfortable seating posture.

Xenic transformation from nature’s 
eco-environment in the insect world has 
humanised our latest products allowing 
us to cocoon in our seats while we 
perform our best...



With numerous options to support a 
range of task and collaboration needs, 
Xenic offers a wide-ranging of possibili-
ties to style your office chair in any 
environment, from conference room, 
corner offices to reception area....
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Changeable Seat Cover 
One of Xenic great feature is its changeable seat cover. Its creative, 
stylish and flexible designed fabric seat cover is easy for you to 
velcro over. 

Armrest 
Xenic armrest comes in ergonomic design with round curve area for 
you to rest your hand comfortably. Available in height adjustment 
armrest and fixed armrest. 

Adjustable Lumbar Support
Xenic lumbar support comes in various colours together with 
spring load adjustment, which allows you to adjust it in various 
heights, in order to keep your pelvic in the correct position. 

F Seat Depth Adjustment 
Xenic’s adjustable seat depth allows you to move the seat pan to 
accommodate different leg length for better comfort.

Supportive Backrest 
Mesh designed backrest allows you to fit your body closely and 
provide breathability for comfortable sensation even after long 
hours of sitting.

Adjustable Headrest 
Xenic headrest comes with height adjustment and intuitively bend 
function allows you to adjust the headrest to best suit your posture 
for maximum comfort. Complete with fabric cover that provide you 
extra comfort. 

G Synchronized Multi-locking Mechanism 
Automatically coordinates your seat and back movement, and 
lock your ideal position that suit to your required posture.

Reliability and Solid

Youthful and Friendliness

Freshness and Healing

Strong and Passionate

Tranquility and Loyalty

Elegance and Dramatic

ADVANCE  RANGE BASIC RANGE

XPX4S4M-A XPX4S4H-A XPX4S4M-B XPX4S4H-B

Armrest Type

Frame ColourBackrest Mesh Colour

X - Fixed armrest W - Adjustable amrest

Black GreyBlack Grey WhiteBlack
glory

HulaPased Wind-
jammer

Calypso Scuba

Lumbar Support Colour

Black Grey White Green Orange RedBlue

Seat Fabric Colour

Base Type

N - Nylon base S - 

Mechanism Type

T - P - Y - Synchro - 
multi-locking come
with seat depth 
adjustment

Synchro - 
multi-locking 

Synchro -100 
monolock

Aluminium 
polished base




